funny self descripions.. Jan 6, 2007 . A cute bunny made out of text that is someday going to
rule the world (\__/) (='.'=) (")_(")"ASCII" art is a way of making pictures using different keyboard
symbols. To make adorable ASCII bunnies, try one of the following methods. === Sad Bunny
===. All text shared under a Creative Commons License. Powered by Mediawiki.Text-based
emoticons for Bunny.. Updated, May 26, 2009. Description: This is the most common way to
create a bunny emoticon using multiple lines.(\__/) (='.'=) This is Bunny. Copy and paste Bunny
into your (")_(") webpage to help him gain world domination. Where did Bunny come from?
Where is Bunny . Rabbit Face. A cute, cartoon-styled rabbit face. The Rabbit Face emoji was
approved as part of Unicode 6.0 in 2010. Copy and paste this emoji using the text . The Text
Bunny! :D. 1449 likes. (\ /) The amazing 'Text bunny'. (^_^) Invite ALL your friends C(")(") :D
And that means ALL of them :P created: 19/12/09.I stole that bunny off another forum! j/k,
someone made it for me as a B-day. . Oh I'm sorry George, I didn't realise random text had
feelings. :D . Love rabbits and Japanese emoticons? Here's a big list of bunny kaomojis to copy
and paste wherever you like.o( )o( )_-\_ -=[bunnies and more bunnies and more bunnies]=12/96 fellow ASCIIist) -our new additions to the family: Goldie & BooBoo Bunny \\ \\_ (_) / ) jgs o(
) .. Our website is a free source for hundreds of symbols and chat emoticons which can be used
on Facebook! As the latest social networking trend, our new Facebook chat. Dirk Strider is the
post-scratch incarnation of Dave's Bro. Prior to his proper introduction to the reader, he is referred
to by Jane as D. Strider, and later by Roxy.." /> plurk icons lj Life has become simpler restored."
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Cool ASCII text art. Text pictures made with standard keyboard symbols and basic ASCII
computer symbols and characters. Made specially for Facebook and MySpace users. Our
website is a free source for hundreds of symbols and chat emoticons which can be used on
Facebook! As the latest social networking trend, our new Facebook chat.
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Cool ASCII text art. Text pictures made with standard keyboard symbols and basic ASCII
computer symbols and characters. Made specially for Facebook and MySpace users. Our
website is a free source for hundreds of symbols and chat emoticons which can be used on
Facebook! As the latest social networking trend, our new Facebook chat. A text smiley face is
used to convey a facial expression or emotion in texting and online chat conversations. This
Webopedia guide shows you how to read smiley faces.
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Cool ASCII text art. Text pictures made with standard keyboard symbols and basic ASCII
computer symbols and characters. Made specially for Facebook and MySpace users.
Jan 6, 2007 . A cute bunny made out of text that is someday going to rule the world (\__/) (='.'=)
(")_(")"ASCII" art is a way of making pictures using different keyboard symbols. To make
adorable ASCII bunnies, try one of the following methods. === Sad Bunny ===. All text shared
under a Creative Commons License. Powered by Mediawiki.Text-based emoticons for Bunny..
Updated, May 26, 2009. Description: This is the most common way to create a bunny emoticon
using multiple lines.(\__/) (='.'=) This is Bunny. Copy and paste Bunny into your (")_(") webpage
to help him gain world domination. Where did Bunny come from? Where is Bunny . Rabbit
Face. A cute, cartoon-styled rabbit face. The Rabbit Face emoji was approved as part of
Unicode 6.0 in 2010. Copy and paste this emoji using the text . The Text Bunny! :D. 1449 likes.
(\ /) The amazing 'Text bunny'. (^_^) Invite ALL your friends C(")(") :D And that means ALL of
them :P created: 19/12/09.I stole that bunny off another forum! j/k, someone made it for me as a
B-day. . Oh I'm sorry George, I didn't realise random text had feelings. :D . Love rabbits and
Japanese emoticons? Here's a big list of bunny kaomojis to copy and paste wherever you like.o(
)o( )_-\_ -=[bunnies and more bunnies and more bunnies]=- 12/96 fellow ASCIIist) -our new
additions to the family: Goldie & BooBoo Bunny \\ \\_ (_) / ) jgs o( ) .
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Dirk Strider is the post-scratch incarnation of Dave's Bro. Prior to his proper introduction to the
reader, he is referred to by Jane as D. Strider, and later by Roxy. Cool ASCII text art. Text

pictures made with standard keyboard symbols and basic ASCII computer symbols and
characters. Made specially for Facebook and MySpace users. A text smiley face is used to
convey a facial expression or emotion in texting and online chat conversations. This Webopedia
guide shows you how to read smiley faces.
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Cool ASCII text art. Text pictures made with standard keyboard symbols and basic ASCII
computer symbols and characters. Made specially for Facebook and MySpace users. Our
website is a free source for hundreds of symbols and chat emoticons which can be used on
Facebook! As the latest social networking trend, our new Facebook chat. Dirk Strider is the postscratch incarnation of Dave's Bro. Prior to his proper introduction to the reader, he is referred to
by Jane as D. Strider, and later by Roxy.
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Rather than the imperfect hatred of man Because my friends in the.
Dirk Strider is the post-scratch incarnation of Dave's Bro. Prior to his proper introduction to the
reader, he is referred to by Jane as D. Strider, and later by Roxy. A text smiley face is used to
convey a facial expression or emotion in texting and online chat conversations. This Webopedia
guide shows you how to read smiley faces. Cool ASCII text art. Text pictures made with standard
keyboard symbols and basic ASCII computer symbols and characters. Made specially for
Facebook and MySpace users.
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Jan 6, 2007 . A cute bunny made out of text that is someday going to rule the world (\__/) (='.'=)
(")_(")"ASCII" art is a way of making pictures using different keyboard symbols. To make
adorable ASCII bunnies, try one of the following methods. === Sad Bunny ===. All text shared
under a Creative Commons License. Powered by Mediawiki.Text-based emoticons for Bunny..
Updated, May 26, 2009. Description: This is the most common way to create a bunny emoticon
using multiple lines.(\__/) (='.'=) This is Bunny. Copy and paste Bunny into your (")_(") webpage
to help him gain world domination. Where did Bunny come from? Where is Bunny . Rabbit
Face. A cute, cartoon-styled rabbit face. The Rabbit Face emoji was approved as part of
Unicode 6.0 in 2010. Copy and paste this emoji using the text . The Text Bunny! :D. 1449 likes.
(\ /) The amazing 'Text bunny'. (^_^) Invite ALL your friends C(")(") :D And that means ALL of
them :P created: 19/12/09.I stole that bunny off another forum! j/k, someone made it for me as a
B-day. . Oh I'm sorry George, I didn't realise random text had feelings. :D . Love rabbits and
Japanese emoticons? Here's a big list of bunny kaomojis to copy and paste wherever you like.o(
)o( )_-\_ -=[bunnies and more bunnies and more bunnies]=- 12/96 fellow ASCIIist) -our new
additions to the family: Goldie & BooBoo Bunny \\ \\_ (_) / ) jgs o( ) .
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Our website is a free source for hundreds of symbols and chat emoticons which can be used on
Facebook! As the latest social networking trend, our new Facebook chat. Cool ASCII text art.
Text pictures made with standard keyboard symbols and basic ASCII computer symbols and
characters. Made specially for Facebook and MySpace users.
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Jan 6, 2007 . A cute bunny made out of text that is someday going to rule the world (\__/) (='.'=)
(")_(")"ASCII" art is a way of making pictures using different keyboard symbols. To make
adorable ASCII bunnies, try one of the following methods. === Sad Bunny ===. All text shared
under a Creative Commons License. Powered by Mediawiki.Text-based emoticons for Bunny..
Updated, May 26, 2009. Description: This is the most common way to create a bunny emoticon
using multiple lines.(\__/) (='.'=) This is Bunny. Copy and paste Bunny into your (")_(") webpage
to help him gain world domination. Where did Bunny come from? Where is Bunny . Rabbit
Face. A cute, cartoon-styled rabbit face. The Rabbit Face emoji was approved as part of
Unicode 6.0 in 2010. Copy and paste this emoji using the text . The Text Bunny! :D. 1449 likes.
(\ /) The amazing 'Text bunny'. (^_^) Invite ALL your friends C(")(") :D And that means ALL of
them :P created: 19/12/09.I stole that bunny off another forum! j/k, someone made it for me as a

B-day. . Oh I'm sorry George, I didn't realise random text had feelings. :D . Love rabbits and
Japanese emoticons? Here's a big list of bunny kaomojis to copy and paste wherever you like.o(
)o( )_-\_ -=[bunnies and more bunnies and more bunnies]=- 12/96 fellow ASCIIist) -our new
additions to the family: Goldie & BooBoo Bunny \\ \\_ (_) / ) jgs o( ) .
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Jan 6, 2007 . A cute bunny made out of text that is someday going to rule the world (\__/) (='.'=)
(")_(")"ASCII" art is a way of making pictures using different keyboard symbols. To make
adorable ASCII bunnies, try one of the following methods. === Sad Bunny ===. All text shared
under a Creative Commons License. Powered by Mediawiki.Text-based emoticons for Bunny..
Updated, May 26, 2009. Description: This is the most common way to create a bunny emoticon
using multiple lines.(\__/) (='.'=) This is Bunny. Copy and paste Bunny into your (")_(") webpage
to help him gain world domination. Where did Bunny come from? Where is Bunny . Rabbit
Face. A cute, cartoon-styled rabbit face. The Rabbit Face emoji was approved as part of
Unicode 6.0 in 2010. Copy and paste this emoji using the text . The Text Bunny! :D. 1449 likes.
(\ /) The amazing 'Text bunny'. (^_^) Invite ALL your friends C(")(") :D And that means ALL of
them :P created: 19/12/09.I stole that bunny off another forum! j/k, someone made it for me as a
B-day. . Oh I'm sorry George, I didn't realise random text had feelings. :D . Love rabbits and
Japanese emoticons? Here's a big list of bunny kaomojis to copy and paste wherever you like.o(
)o( )_-\_ -=[bunnies and more bunnies and more bunnies]=- 12/96 fellow ASCIIist) -our new
additions to the family: Goldie & BooBoo Bunny \\ \\_ (_) / ) jgs o( ) .
Our website is a free source for hundreds of symbols and chat emoticons which can be used on
Facebook! As the latest social networking trend, our new Facebook chat. A text smiley face is
used to convey a facial expression or emotion in texting and online chat conversations. This
Webopedia guide shows you how to read smiley faces.
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